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Science Verification, Analysis and Calibrations
Announcements

- Tower installation:
  - We're installing towers as fast as we can .....  
  - Currently at 12 towers in the grid  
  - Should have 16 by the end of next week/week after that  
- Followed by ACD installation.
- Remember:
  - No timing in, calibrations or SVAC data taking before we have the full LAT (16 towers + ACD)!  
  - This is done as before - LATTE 4 environment.
- Current schedule:
  - Timing in and SVAC (calibration) runs during two weeks: 
    - Starting 11/9  
  - Calibrations and reprocessing of SVAC runs:  
    - 1 week  
- Could have full LAT data ready for analysis by:  
  - Early December  
- But schedules change ......